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Extended Abstract

Instructions to authors. Authors have just to complete this \LaTeX file. First enter title, names of authors, and affiliations in titleArea environment. You can use different macros:

- \author{firstname}{lastname}{referenceToAffiliation}
- \authorWithoutReferenceToAffiliation{firstname}{lastname}
- \affiliation{labelOfTheAffiliation}{name of the affiliation, address, country}
- \affiliationWithoutReferenceToAuthor{name of the affiliation, address, country}

See the different example files. Then add your extended abstract in the extendedAbstract environment. The bibliography has to be written in this file in the thebibliography environment. You can use as usual environments theorem, proposition, lemma, property, corollary, conjecture, example, problem. For example:

Theorem 1 (Authors’ Year [6]) Statement.

Conjecture 2 Statement.

If you want to insert figures, then insert figures as follows (see Figure 1):
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Figure 1: Petersen

Finally, the extended abstract must not exceed two pages and must be submitted in .pdf format to:

https://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=bgw2014
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